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Course Exercises for Running Applications on HPC Systems and Using the Shell

The course examples for shell programming are in the shell folder of your course examples.
Initialisation of your shell environment
the <dot>.files in your directory
Log into iceberg and investigate your file store by typing ls and then  ls –a . What is the difference in output ?
	Any filename starting with <.> is normally hidden.
	By convention these .files are utilised by the shell and by other programs for initialisation and systems settings purposes. In MS-windows terminology they are a bit like .ini files. 
	There are three important <dot> files that are used by bash. These are: .bashrc  , .bash_profile  , .bash_logout. There is also a file called .bash_history that keeps a record of your previous commands.
Investigate the contents of these four files if they exist.
	Now investigate the contents of the file /etc/bashrc . This is the first system-wide bash script we have encountered so far.
Aliases
Create aliases for the following commands:
a) List files in long format
b) List files in long format by time modified, newest first
c) List your alias definitions.
Hello World

Put the following lines in a script file called hello.sh and execute the script file. Use an editor of your choice, if you have no strong preference, we recommend that you use nedit editor This editor is syntax sensitive and understands bash.
   e.g. nedit hello


#!/bin/bash
#
# The first example of a shell script
echo 'Hello World'

After saving the script you must make it executable by setting the execution access-rights flags. chmod u+x  hello   
Note that this has to be done for every script file we are going to write.
  
Now run the script :  ./hello   
Note the <./ > at beginning. This is needed because the working directory is not in the path. Working directory can be added to the path easily so that we do not have to specify this path-description, but this is deemed to be insecure and is no longer recommended.


Create another script file containing the following lines

#!/bin/bash
#
# Another example of a shell script
echo 'Who am I talking to?'
read user_name
echo “Hello $user_name”


	Try replacing “ with ‘ above to see what happens.
	Study the three scripts hello ,hello2 and hello3


Command line input
Having written your first script, now write a script which asks the user for his/her name and greets him/her personally.
Here is the text:

 #!/bin/bash 
    echo “Who am I talking to?” 
   read user_name
   echo “Hello $user_name” 
Try replacing the double quote “ with single quote ‘ above to see what happens.

Answers are in subdirectory: shell/answers/hello1 , hello2 and hello3  
Shell/Environment Variables
a) Create a shell variable for /fastdata/username/data where username is your course username, for example cs4un13
b) Use the shell variable to create the directory /fastdata/username/data
c) Use the shell variable to copy the file empty-file into the directory /fastdata/username/data
c) List the contents of the directory /scratch/username/data
Predefined Environment variables exercises
During an interactive bash shell type the command set and observe the output from it.

Note that a similar ‘but not the same’ output can be obtained by using the printenv command. Every line of the set command output will list a variable and its current value. 

These are various mainly system variables already defined for you and are accessible from within the shell scripts you are going to write.

You can display the value of a specific variable by typing 	

echo $variable_name .

For example: 
    
echo $SHELL 
echo $PATH
Defining and using variables

Write a shell script that reads two variables from the command line and prints their values at the terminal. Answer is in: shell/answers/read1 
 Write another script requesting user input for two variables. Use the variables to define two new variables, the variables could be;
- A White Rose Grid Node Name
 - The path and name of an executable
Answers are in: shell/answers/read2 , read2.csh 
 
Study the script  vexample2  that writes out its command line parameters.  
Using and manipulating global variables: The special global variable named PATH determines the directories which the shell searches to find the executable files. Write a script that adds a directory of your choice to the;
	the beginning  
the end of the PATH variable.
Experiment running this as  ./script and also as source script  in each case investigate the value of the PATH variable before and after the execution. 
Answers are in: shell/answers/addpath , addpathc
Using backquotes
Write a short script to set a variable to todays date. The script file should echo the date variable. Hint: type man date
Answer is in: shell/answers/backq1 

Modify the script of the problem 3 above, so that by using the whoami command it adds your username to the greeting message. 
Answer is in: shell/answers/backq2 

The Source Statement
Define a local variable called myname
		   e.g    
		myname=‘paris’
		- run the script named localvars5 as
			(1) ./localvars5
				(2) source localvars5
Check the value of the local variable you created and also the ones that are created in localvars5. Experiment with the export command.
Calculating the sum of a sequence of numbers
Study the scripts named maths7 
	Try to rewrite this script using for loops 
Answer is in: shell/answers/maths2   , maths3
 

Try to rewrite this script using the while loops and shift statement and also put checks into the script so as to ignore non-numeric parameter or report them as errors.  
Answer is in: shell/answers/maths4

Try to write the script using for loops  
 Answer is in: shell/answers/maths5

Modify your script to be able to sum not only integers but real numbers. Hint: use the bc command.
Answer is in: shell/answers/maths6


Using Conditional Statemments
Using if then conditional statements write a shell script for setting a variable to a White Rose Grid Node name. The shell script should read a White Rose Grid node name from the command line.

Depending on the input provided on the command line the script should define and set a variable called node which is the correct address of the user selected node.

If  (maxima or max or ln1) then correct nodename is maxima.leeds.ac.uk
If  (titan or titan00 or sn1) then correct nodename is titan00.shef.ac.uk
If  (pascali or yn1) then correct nodename is pascali.wrg.york.ac.uk
If  (snowdon or sno or ln2) then correct nodename is snowdon.leeds.ac.uk

The script should output the correct node name.
Answers are in: shell/answers/nodename1.sh , nodename2.sh

b) If a selection from a list is required, it is better to use the select construct.  Re-formulate a script to solve the problem of selecting a node by using the select construct.
Answer is in: shell/answers/nodename3.sh

c) Write a script that greets you with "good morning" or "good afternoon" depending on the time of the day.

1000 Genome: Supplementary Shell Exercise Part 3
Try the genome shell exercises part 3 on the supplementary question sheet
 awk for formatting

Use the awk command, the sun grid engine command (qstat –f )  and grep to write script for which the user requests the loading of a selected queue on iceberg. Column 4 of the output from qstat –f gives the loading for  a node on iceberg. Use grep to select the required queue data.

This Bourne shell script requests the name of a job queue on iceberg for example large, medium, small or X.

HINTS for using awk
To use awk to extract column 5 (the file size) from the output of ls -l 
Awk would be used as follows 	ls -l | awk '{print $5}' .

Note the use of single quotes  which take away the special meaning of the $ sign.  To print two columns with a space the following would be used.

ls -l | awk '{print $1 “ “ $5}'

The awk command can and 'usually is' preceded by a pattern identifier so that only the lines of input matching a pattern is considered for processing, i.e. non-matching lines are ignored. Therefore an awk command such as  awk '/xyz/{print $1 $3}'  will only output fields 1 and 3 for lines of input containing the string xyz .
 sed and customised job management

Write a hello world script which displays the message “hello %user%” and save the script to the file helluser.sh

Use the  sed command can be used in the following way
sed –e “s/%user%/newusername/” hellouser.sh  > hellouser_new.sh

In this example –e indicates that sed will use editor commands on the command line. In this case the commands enclosed by “” indicate that all occurrences of the string %user% should be replaced by newusername. hellouser.sh is the file to be edited  and the resulting output is redirected to hellouser_new.sh
Using awk to process output from a simulation 

As an example of using the awk utility we consider an example from astronomy. A researcher is studying star cluster formation using a gravitational n-body simulation program. The researcher wishes to extract particular items of data from the output files. We will look at the data file out_plu1 in the shell folder.

Typical output extract:

T = 10. N = 1000 <NB> = 42 KS = 0 NM = 0 MM = 0 NS =
1000 NSTEPS = 1468021 295 222836 615 DE = 2.7E-06 E =
-0.249313
<R> RTIDE RDENS RC NC MC RHOD RHOM CMAX <Cn>
Ir/R UN NP RCM VCM AZ EB/E EM/E TCR T6 NESC VRMS
#1 0.81 11.2 0.04 0.217 48 0.091 11. 46. 4. 69.0 0.49 0 0
0.000 0.0000 0.0219 0.000 0.000 2.84 6 0 1.2


For illustration we extract and print some numbers from the last line with the awk script

{if ($1==”#1”) print $21,$5,$2,$3} 

(These are time in millions of years, and the core1, half-mass and tidal radii.) The core radius is, roughly speaking, the radius of the inner part of the star cluster, in which the density differs by less than a factor of about two from the
central density.

awk < out_plu1 '{ if($1=="#1") print $21,$5,$2,$3 }'


